HONEY Christopher Princeton Fast Slow Info Cognition 30 Jan 2013

worked with Olaf Sporns at Univ of Indiana.

now a post doc at Princeton..

he is from S Africa...


he is interested in large scale time scale of brain (and also large scale spatial scale)

think of brain as a network of specialized units  (eg  visual cortex)

which regions are most central : precuneus,  lat pfc  med pfc

highly central regions

patterns of correl in bold signal

see covar btwn lateral parietal cortex and posterior cingular/ precuneus  

anatomy informs dynamics and vice versa.

when  he did that work with Olaf, subjects wud stare at a dot on the screen
  (he was interested in resting state dynamics...)

Overview:   he likes to use naturalistic stimuli

studying real-life cognition

great old photo of hubel and wiesel  (from the fifties/ 60s...)

he plays a movie clip from dog day afternoon...

we combine info over time to understand the scene...

young amateur robbing a bank with a rifle... clumsy. unsure...

could poss do regression (a la Jack Gallant)....

look for temporal pattern of responses

Hasson 2004 in Science...

look at fmri of two subjects as they watch the clip...


inter-subject correl during clip viewing...

yellow  highest correl... orange less so


he shows temporal response over enitre 300 second = 5 min, video clip

correl depends on region of brain   19 subjects

how to separ meaning from raw stim


Russian Story  (just audio)

compare response of russian speakers to russian story to english speakers who do not understand russian.

interim summary:  when you UNDERSTAND the story... lots of the cortex lights up...
(as opposed to just listening to incomprehensible vocalizations)

info needs to be integrated:  fast and slow info processing...


real life story stimulus

Pie Man story...


so i'm banging out  my story and I know it's good, and then I start to make it better
by adding an elemen tof estbellishment.

Reporters call "making shit up"

constantly referring back  using  pronounce...

there are constantly references around in time.

are refs ALL active all the time OR

are difft regions activate at difft itmes...

take PieMan and reverse it or  shift words around
or shift sentences or paragraphs...

this is from J Neurosci 2011 paper


if it's like russian..  its just local auditory
then words... bit bigger

sentences..  more  cortical area

and whole paragraphs...  huge swaths of cortex...


a hierarchy of processing time scales


red reverser
yel words
green sentences
blue paragraphs

u see a progression of more and more area involved
as comprehension understands, first words, then sentences, then whole paragraphs...

a hierarchy of processing time scales...

regions that are green ARE sensitive to prior sentences

see same thing with silent movies  charlie chaplain movies...


its not about visual vs auditory...  areas are in temp/parietal areas...

long areas = lateral temp-pareital


a hierarchy of temporal receptive windows

hierarchy is not simply  space or time... it's both...


WM = working memory is the ability to keep a representation active
 espec in the face of distraction.


baddeley and hitch 1974 model

central exec keeps info active by using 
phono loop or visuospatial sketch pad...

this is simlar

use info from past to understand the present moment...

is it persistent neuronal activity that is doing it? or is it
a hierarchy of tempor windows based on  timescales of brain dynamics...


he used  ECOG on his patients to study this...


ECoG
drug refac epilespy
100 to 200 subdural electrodes
7 to 14 days of monitoring at  NYU-MC....
on the ward... want to have seizures while there...


looking at a blank screen:

sort of uniform power spectrum in ECog data...
turn on movie and see shift up (more power at all frequencies over 40 hz or so)

again, Dog Day Afternoon
300 seconds...
he shows audio envelope and it is corr with bold signal  (with loudness of audio)

break it up...  do  coarse scramble  CRS  (500 to 1500 ms)
8 to 16 units

FIN  fine scramble;  perhaps  3 seconds btwn cuts...

before it was fMRI... now ECoG

if look at audiotry cortex... no diff...

red points:   big difference... frontal  huge diff in reliability with scrambling

frontal... v sensitive  to  scrambling...

intact, meaningful movie has lots of slow information  (< .1 to 1 hz)

higher regions are the ones that show the slow fluctuations... so, they are NOT noise...

TRW = temporal receptive window    compare  intact movie to FIN scramble movie...
shows there IS info in these v slow dynamics...

spatial receptive fields
as face gets bigger... tuned region is bigger...

how abt speaking faster or slower... is it relative rate or absol rate...

is MTL required to sustain this hierarchy?

do people with longer temporal recpetive windows imply a larger WM capacity?

Jay comment:  assoc areas may be lighting up cuz sensitive to difft meanings
(rather than time scales)... ie  difft meanings pop up in the intact movie...

his answer:  triple speed speec his practically unintelligible but
can restore intellig by inserting long pauses
during which meaning percolates into assoc areas...




